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Introduction

Methods
Step 1: Calibration

• The nuclear material deposited in
equipment,
transfer
lines,
and
ventilation systems of a processing
facility is typically referred to as
“Holdup”.

mcal
𝐾𝑝 =
2
Ccal∗ rcal

• Holdup can easily accumulate over
time.

Step 2: Holdup measurement

• Operators need to know the location
and amount of holdup for safety and
material accountability.

𝑚𝐻 =

• Current methods of holdup assay
require the careful use and calibration
of a detector, which when measuring is
often affected by a non-negligible bias.

Motivation
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Results

• Ccal is the corrected net.
count rate of the gamma
peak.
• mcal is the calibration mass.
• Kp is the calibration constant
for a point source.
• rcal is the measurement
distance during calibration
• Same notation used for the
holdup measurement.

Point model

Conclusions

Calculating KP from calibration
• From activity, mcal is calculated as 1.1E-8 g.
• Ccal calculated for multiple measurement distances rcal.
• Calculating Kp with a point source calibration using a
normalized net calculation with a Cs-137 source and
detector results in multiple values fluctuating around 4E-16
g/m2 and 5E-16 g/m2.
• Average value of 4.7E-16 g/m2, which will be used for the
single detector measurement.

Calibration  find KP

662 keV peak

• Cs-137 point source measured using a NaI(Tl) detector
• The point source was measured at multiple positions
along a line at a fixed distance from the detector.

Future work
Fig 5: counts collected for Cs-137 for a displacement of 7.5 centimeters for the point source
from the detector axis, count rate of 662-keV gamma peak is from ADC channel 262 to 314.

NaI(Tl) Detector

Fig. 2: detector responses for the source with mass m0 are measured at successive points along a
line perpendicular to the detector axis and at a known distance ro from the detector face.
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Fig. 1: holdup inspection method.

• Calculating the mass relies on the
simplified assumption that all the
deposited geometries can be modeled
as either a point, a line, or an area.
• This can result in a low spatial
resolution, and lead to an error in the
estimated source-to-detector distance
and, therefore, to a bias in the
measured mass.
We will evaluate the sensitivity of the
current method for detecting holdup for:

• Source-to-detector distance
• Number and location of sources

The current method of an operator
holding up a detector towards the source,
despite its simplicity, is not robust when
the assessment of the mass distribution is
not correct, and this can yield nonnegligible errors and underestimating
mass up to 30%. From Table 1, this effect
can be seen to get gradually worse as the
sources begin to get detected separately.

Fig. 3: setup of experiment with power supply, Cs-137 source, NaI(Tl)
detector, digitizer, and computer with acquisition software (left to right).

Single detector measurement
• One NaI(Tl) detector against a pipe containing two
sources (Cs-137).
• Simulate the current method of an operator holding up a
detector towards the source.
• The two sources were placed 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 cm apart
• We measured the total counts under the full energy peak
for 30 minutes.

Pipe

Single detector measurement
• Using a gamma survey meter, at approximately 10 cm the
sources will begin being detected as two different sources,
i.e., an energy peak at each source, not in between.
• Background subtracted count rate CH for each displacement
of the two Cs-137 sources at constant rH of 7 cm.
• Using a point model, we can calculate mH with our recently
calculated average of KP.

Fig. 4: setup of single detector measurement with pipe and detector.

Detectors

Fig. 8: setup of multiple detector
measurement with pipe and three detectors
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Fig. 7: background-subtracted count rate of the Cs-137 662-keV
gamma-ray peak vs. displacement of the two sources (cm)
Table 1: the percent difference for calculated mass to
mass for displacement of the two sources.

As well as suggest a solution towards
reducing the sensitivity of a bias in the
measured mass.

• Three NaI(Tl) detector around a pipe
containing two sources (Cs-137).
• Simulate a robotic system finely
scanning the pipe.
• Sources at a given displacement of 10
cm.
• Move the detectors at one-centimeter
increments.

Fig. 6: background-subtracted count rate of the Cs-137 661-keV gammaray peak vs. displacement of the point source from the detector axis
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Source to Source Distance (centimeters)
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Mass (grams)
2.21E-08
2.21E-08
2.21E-08
2.21E-08
2.21E-08
2.21E-08

Calculated Mass (grams)
2.13E-08
2.06E-08
1.96E-08
1.89E-08
1.75E-08
1.63E-08

Percent Difference
3.69%
6.69%
11.83%
15.58%
22.80%
30.04%

